3-D scan of the Tunnel to the Right Advance
Land Front Defences Bermuda Dockyard

CUTOUT OF THE COMPLETE DEFENCES OF THE BERMUDA DOCKYARD
(X - DRAWBRIDGE)
Bermuda shorts were adopted from the tropic uniforms of the British army and navy. Made in every material, they are always worn with knee-length socks.
A CONDO FOR CHRISTMAS!

GIVE A LONGTAIL A HOME THIS HOLIDAY SEASON

Now is the time to help out Bermuda's beleaguered Longtails by leasing a bird condo at the National Museum of Bermuda.

It's a feathered Bermuda resident's dream: Set in the cliffs of an historic gated community at the extreme end of the prestigious old Royal Naval Dockyard. Free from the hustle and bustle of the South Shore commute, easy access to rich feeding grounds and unobstructed approaches for landing—a bird's paradise!

From sunrise to sunset, the sky and sea is yours alone (at least, until the egg hatches).

Fill out the form below to lease today. Availability limited only by the lack of your donation.

EVENT AGENT: Howard Ed (Doc) Harris
email: director@bmtnm.bm / tel: 441-706-5480

YES! I'll lease a fabulous Longtail Condo today
Please fill out the form and return with payment to National Museum of Bermuda, P.O. Box SUS, Sandys VS 25, Bermuda.

Longtail Condos are available for 1, 5, 10, or 15 years ($100, $300, $500, or $750). Each Condo is named after a bird, and a dedication plaque is included in the donation package.

For more information, visit www.ltbnm.bm

Longtail Igloo Nests

Architects: Exterior Nest Design: Dr. David (Birdman) Wingate

Help sponsor homes for Longtails at the National Museum of Bermuda

The ecologically sensitive heritage development is intended to provide low-cost housing for a neglected minority in local waters, the "Bermuda Longtail," otherwise the White-tailed Tropicbird, Phaethon lepturus lepturus. These Bermuda residents have been banned out of many of their traditional homes by other introduced and non-endemic species, and need help maintaining their traditional territories on the island, as some of our earliest inhabitants.

The National Museum of Bermuda has constructed a number of Longtail nests to create a major roadway at the Dockyard.
Your donation will help to protect this threatened summer resident and support the heritage work of the National Museum.

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF BERMUDA
Incorporating BERMUDA MARITIME MUSEUM
It takes energy to construct a new building.
It saves energy to preserve an old one.